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Introduction
Geometry and its uses in physics, 1900–1930
Four papers from an Open University Conference,
Milton Keynes, September 2002
The four papers published in this and the next issue of Historia Mathematica arose from a conference organised by
the Centre for the History of the Mathematical Sciences of the Open University and supported by the British Society
for the History of Mathematics, which was held on 20–22 September 2002. Other speakers at the conference included
Moritz Epple, John McCleary, Karen Parshall, Umberto Bottazzini, and Tony Crilly. They presented work that was
already intended for publication elsewhere, as did the organisers, June Barrow-Green and Jeremy Gray, but it became
clear that there remained an interesting overlap of themes drawn from work in progress that has become the subject
of investigation of these four papers.
Elena Marchisotto’s article, “The projective geometry of Mario Pieri: A legacy of Georg Karl Christian von Staudt,”
considers the work of this important Italian algebraic geometer, who was the first to make projective geometry into a
fully independent subject with its own foundations. This work consummates an endeavour that von Staudt (1847) had
done most to complete, but which he had left unclear in a number of ways, and it represents a highlight of the Italian
geometrical enterprise in rigorising geometry undertaken by Peano and his school around 1900. Perhaps inevitably,
Pieri and his achievements rapidly became overshadowed by Hilbert and his work on the foundation of geometry, and
Marchisotto also provides valuable information about Pieri’s life.
In their joint paper “Geometry at Cambridge, 1863–1940,” June Barrow-Green and Jeremy Gray consider the
arrival of modern geometry at Cambridge in the period from Cayley’s professorship to the start of the Second World
War. They show that projective geometry became established only when H.F. Baker became the leading figure, and
they look at the range of work that Baker and his students accomplished. They also consider some of the implications
this work had for the study of pure mathematics in England at the time, given the dominance of Cambridge. The
Bakerian legacy, however, was not a flourishing vision of geometry that became a lasting feature of the mathematical
scene, and the authors discuss the implications this may have for the use of the concept of a school in the history of
mathematics.
Tilman Sauer’s “Field equations in teleparallel space–time: Einstein’s Fernparallelismus approach toward unified
field theory” reports on Einstein’s search between 1928 and 1931 for a unified field theory embracing both electro-
magnetism and gravity that was formulated as an investigation into distant parallelism. Einstein eventually came to
feel that his efforts in this direction had failed. This recalls an earlier unsuccessful idea Einstein had once entertained,
his Entwurf theory, which was a precursor of his general theory of relativity. Sauer goes on to draw some significant
historical and intellectual parallels between these two episodes, noting that in the later case Einstein’s next formulation
was also to prove unsuccessful, and in this way illuminates the least understood part of Einstein’s life and work, when
he was drawing apart from the community of physicists he had previously dominated and inspired.
Erhard Scholz, in his paper “Introducing groups into quantum theory (1926–1930),” looks at the introduction of
group-theoretic methods into quantum mechanics, concentrating on the approach taken by Hermann Weyl. Although
this work gave a qualitative explanation of spectroscopic results and shed light on the theory of chemical bonds,
opposition to the new methods grew and other, less mathematically intense, ones came to be preferred. This paper
offers the first consideration of this episode from the standpoint of the history of mathematics. It also discusses the0315-0860/$ – see front matter © 2006 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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to explore symmetries in quantum mechanics using differential geometry.
The organisers thank the British Society for the History of Mathematics for its support and the editors of Histo-
ria Mathematica not only for the chance to publish these papers here but also for their insistence on high editorial
standards.
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